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Executive Summary 

 

The Problem 

Traditional trunk and network based radio communication technology (also known as 

'walkie-talkie' networks) is lagging behind today's advanced communication 

technologies in many aspects such as: range, power, coverage, battery life, licensing, 

security and high cost of ownership and maintenance. 

Push-to-talk cellular based network and services are becoming less and less relevant 

due to the old technology/architecture they are based on and more importantly, the 

high infrastructure maintenance cost. 

New communication technologies and the availability of high bandwidth Internet-

Protocol (IP) infrastructure created a major opportunity for high availability instant 

communication over IP, that can be used to simulate PTT trunk based radio 

communication between unlimited number of members, across unlimited distance.  

 

The Solution 

DiPiO Systems has developed a unique technology that utilize the high bandwidth as 

well as low bandwidth IP networks such as mobile cellular networks, public and 

private WiFi networks, and low cost satellite data networks, to communicate instantly 

between multiple group members. The technology empowers organizations with 

innovative communication based capabilities such as: global reach, high level of 

security, unlimited range between peers, long lasting service (battery life), unlimited 

number of channels and reducing dramatically the purchasing cost and monthly 

operational cost.  



The Product  

DiPiO's instant communication service was designed to meet the organization's entire 

communication needs aiming for Homeland security, governmental and commercial markets. 

Introducing a new innovative way to organization to run their internal voice, text, and visual 

communication, keeping in mind the need for security and privacy within today’s 

competitiveness arena between firms and countries. 

 

DiPiO's system supports today's main distribution models:  

On-Premise - installation on client's site and fully owned and managed by client's teams. The 

client will acquire both server and S/W license.  

SAAS – Server side services will be hosted and provided by DiPiO, customers will be 

required to acquire and install handset clients only.  

 

Main Features  

DiPiO Voice: 

Real time PTT calls over GSM & WiFi 

Person to Person & groups calls 

Calls queue 

Minor latency (<0.5s) 

 

DiPiO Text: 

Real time instant messaging 

Person to Person & group messaging 

Share secure files (any format)  

Messages queue 

 

(Location Based Services): DiPiO LBS 

Real time location tracking 

Monitor individuals and groups 

Location history 

 

DiPiO SOS: 

Real time alert/panic mode 

Send real time message + location 

Integration with native HW components 

 

DiPiO's services can be served together with a military grade secure and rugged handset that 

was designed by our engineers in order to meet the highest tactical needs of both elite units 

and commercial companies. 

 

The device supports a dedicated PTT hardware component and well as other unique functions 

such as: 

Highest rugged computability - IP 68  
Full dual SIM (N/W redundancy) 

on standby mode) 10 daysp to Extremely long battery life (u 
Support all mobile operators and cellular networks 
Dedicated SOS HW component  

 



 

DiPiO - Trunk & Network Based Communication System 

DiPiO's instant communication platform includes an end to end solution for any organization 

wishes to deploy real time instant communication service.  

Our platform core capabilities include the ability to Messaging, locating, alerting, identify 

users and conduct half-duplex voice communications.  

 

The DiPiO platform support multiple PT (push to) services such as: Instant Voice, Instant 

Text, Instant Location services and Instant SOS, based software services licensing model.  

 

 

Architecture Diagram 

 

 

 

 



About DiPiO  

The DiPiO instant communication system provides vast range of communication services 

from push-to-talk (PTT) to other advanced mobile solutions all of them focus on enabling 

instant and group-based communications. Leveraging its knowledge in the field of tactical 

communication solutions and wide network of global partners, DiPiO has enabled enhanced 

instant communications solutions to few of the important industry verticals including HLS, 

Utilities, manufacturing, transportation, and government agencies. 

 

The DiPiO instant communication system uniqueness based on a standards-based IP platform 

that provides high level speed and the highest voice quality across the largest number of 

known networks including LTE, HSPA+, 3G, and Wi-Fi.  

 

The DiPiO instant communication system delivers an ecosystem of PTT-enabled handsets 

that work with the leading mobile operating systems (Android, iOS and Windows), can be 

integrated with 3rd-party mobile apps, and support compatible accessories to meet the up to 

date needs of both enterprise and governmental customers. 

 

DiPiO commitment to its customers is to deploy innovative mobile applications that will 

differentiate them in the market they operate in and add value to their firm. We believe that 

building successful, business relationships with our clients and business partners will increase 

the value of our company.  

 

About The Team 

The background of the current management team consists of decades of business, financial, 

marketing, and software development experience. 

 

Asaf Zmirly: 

Asaf has more than 25 years of experience in communication systems and networks. Major 

jobs as CTO in New York software development company. Executive VP, CTO, SEO at 

888.com. In the past 9 years - Entrepreneur and investor in few startup companies in the 

telecommunication and online domains.  

 

Nir Gabay: 

Nir has more than 20 years of experience in communications, security and surveillance 

technologies and operations including a mobile cellular provider, local municipality, and high 

tech companies. During the past ten years – act as the founder and CEO of ElSight Ltd, A 

dominant player in live video/audio transmission from the field.   

 

Roee Kashi: 

Roee has over 10 years of experience and expertise in building and developing digital 

communication systems, vast experience developing military systems as part of an IDF elite 

tech unit. Some of the systems Roee was responsible for are still operational within special 

units and agencies. 

 


